
“Nature always wears the colors of the 
spirit”

– EMERSON
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Our Mission
To preserve plants, animals, 
and natural communities that 
represent the diversity of life

on Earth 
by protecting the lands and 
waters they need to survive.
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Our Story

We achieve lasting results by 
finding common ground with 

communities and partners.
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Upper San Pedro PartnershipUpper San Pedro Partnership
To meet the long-term needs of the 
Sierra Vista Subwatershed by 
achieving sustainable yield of the 
regional aquifer by 2011
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National Defense Authorization 
Act for 2004–Section 321

“Restore and maintain the sustainable 
yield of the aquifer by 2011”

Recognizes the Partnership and the importance of 
collaborative water use management

Requires that measurable annual goals for reduction 
in overdraft are set

Establishes a mandate, but provides no funding to 
achieve it
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…the development and use 
of groundwater in a manner 
that can be maintained for 
an indefinite time without 
causing environmental, 
economic, or social 
consequences…

U.S. Department of the Interior, 2005
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Criteria for Sustainable Yield
-Ground-water levels in alluvial aquifer 

maintained
-Stream base flow and flood flows maintained
-Accrete aquifer storage
-Riparian habitat and ecologic diversity 

maintained
-Water quality sustained 
-Overall riparian condition maintained
-Springs in the SPRNCA continue to flow
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Upper San Pedro Partnership 
Approach: Adaptive Management 

Upper San Pedro Partnership 
Approach: Adaptive Management 

-Reduction of the annual water deficit by 
approximately two thirds 

-Establishment of over 100 member 
agency projects
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U.S. Department of the Interior, 2005
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Projected annual aquifer-storage change 
with/without management measures 

U.S. Department of the Interior, 2005
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Adaptive Management
Inventory/research to develop conceptual and 

simulation models
Modeling provides guidance for development of long-

term monitoring strategies and implementation of 
projects/policies

Monitoring evaluates effectiveness of project and 
policy implementation
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What about effects 
of climate?
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Loss of Flow at the Charleston 
Streamflow-Gaging Station

•

‘ …on July 6, 2005, the USGS 
streamgage at the Charleston 
bridge was documented to 
register no streamflow for the first 
time since 1913.  Continuous 
flows were restored on July 17, 
2005.’
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“Lush River Struggles to 
Survive”

-LA Times July 17th

“Doomed river”
-Phoenix New Times, August 8th

“CAP to Sierra Vista is 
Studied”

–Arizona Daily Star, July 23rd

“Arizona River Runs Dry”
-Arizona Republic, July 15
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WHY?
Loss of streamflow at Charleston in 

2005 was likely caused by an 
interaction of several factors 

(human influences and climatic)
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Streamflow trends at CharlestonStreamflow trends at Charleston
-Summer baseflows: 

Generally <  5 cfs since the 1930’s
Frequently < 1 cfs in past decade

-Winter baseflows: 
Over past 70 years:  6 out of 10 lowest 

flows in last 10 years
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Climate: Timing of precipitationClimate: Timing of precipitation
-The start of the 2005 monsoon was the second 

latest on record (National Weather Service, 
Tucson).
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Climate: Floodflows are 
strongly linked to 

baseflows

Climate: Floodflows are 
strongly linked to 

baseflows
Flood flows have a strong influence in 
maintaining baseflows throughout the year, 
through their ability to recharge the alluvial 
aquifer
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Date

6/99

6/01

6/04

6/06

% length of river wet

52%

76%

46%

47%



“Nature always wears the colors of the 
spirit”

– EMERSON
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How do we reinvent a 
water management 
framework that’s 

currently based on 
“average annual 

conditions”?

How do we reinvent a 
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Managing with Uncertainty 
and Variability

-Inter-annual climatic variability
-Decadal climatic variability
-Global climate change
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Informed decision-making requires 
an even broader interdisciplinary 

approach…
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